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Development of Automatic Telegraph 
Switehing Systems 

BY R. D. PARKER 

Uncla.ssijied 

There are two general types of automat~ !elegraph switd1£ng systtms. 
In one, eUctrieal circuits are e.st.ablished to pr1Jvidt comnmnicatWn patht 
between lelegra'[Jh silJti-Ons in customers' o.flic~ and are broken wMn t.ltt 
need for communication is over. In the other, direct tllectrical circuits 
between stations are not established, but coded informatiott in messages 
automatically routes them through telegraph networks to their dBStino,tions. 
This paper de.scribes briefly same of the systems now in use, and oldliTUs 
some of the requirements whic.h had to be met to provide a sali-Ojadory 
seniice. 

INTRODUCTION 

A switch as used in electrical engineering is defined in dictionaries 
as a device for making, breaking, or changing the connections in an 
electric circuit. When a switching operation is performed, circuits are 
changed from one connection to another and devices are cut in and out 
of circuits. The idea is to transfer or shift these electrical circuits and 
devices around. 

A telephone et:>atral office or exchange is an excellent example of the 
above, in that e\ectrical voke-tran.smission circuits are shifted about to 
establish commuoication paths between parties, and are broken when 
conversations are over. Thus, a telephone exchange area such as the 
District of Columbia is operated as a large ele(trical switching system. 

Telegraph circuits are established, broken, and shifted around like 
telephone circuits, and when telegraph circuits t0 subscribern' premises 
ate connected and disconnected on reque;ts from subscribers a telegraph 
exchange system is created. In telegraphy, however, another concept 
of switching tias grown up. This is because telegraph mes.sa~e.:;. as 
contrasted with telephone mes.sages, can easily be stored, held in transit, 
and re-transmitted sometime after reception. The pieces o[ paper or 
other message recordings are the things shifted or switched around. 
A. telegraph office where messages on blanks are shifted from an in
coming circuit to one or more of several outgoing· circuibi has been 
called a "relay" office, in that received messages- are later transmitted 
Vi their destinations, but, such an office is also in fact a message
switching center. A "relay" office does indeed suggest a relay race, 
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in which a baton is handed at a poiri.t of exchange to the next runner; 
but this comparison fails to take into account the switching which is 
performed in t..elegTaphy. Ii in a relay race each baton carried a coded 
message which had to be decoded at the exchange point to determine 
which runner of a group would carry a particular baton !or the next 
lap and batons were passed accordingly the analogy would be more 
complete. This imagined reshuffling of batons is message switching. 

In recent years a new technical development has permitted telegraph 
messages to be routed or directed aulomaticall'I/ from their point of origin 
to their destination by means of coded electrical impulses which are in 
a sense part of the message but precede the nonnal address, the text, 
and the signature. An arrangement following this method ()f working, 
with a center where messages are stored, analyzed, and retransmitted, 
becomes, therefore, an automatic message-switching system. The 
circu·rt arrangements are fixed and the messages are switched._ This 
operation may be electromechanical or electromagnetic, with mes
sages stored by perforated tape, on magnetic t.apes and drums or some 
other manner, but direct electrical paths between sending stations and 
addressees are never established. 

Thus telegraphy, unlike telephony, has two types of switching 
systems., one, circuit switching and the other, message switching, each 
with its own problems. Accordingly, it is desirable to consider them 
under sepaTate sections: Section I, Circuit Switching; and Section If, 
Automatic Message Switching. 

SECTION I-CIRCUIT SWITCHING 

CElft'.RAL 

There are two well established system.it operating today in which 
printing-telegrapb circuits are switcbed to provide direct communication 
paths between subscriber st.ations: one in Americ.a, known as Tele
typewriter Exchange Service or TWX, and the other in Europe, started 
as a national service but now rapidly expanding on an international 
basis, and known as TELEX 1• TWX was initiated in the early 1930's 
and TELEX followed wlth the first insta11ations "m England. 

Shortly after World War I, when the writer started the development 
of printing-telegraph switching systems for the American Telephone and 
Telegraph Company, he was informed by General J. J. Carty, who was 
then head of its Devefopment and Research Department, that before 

' TEX is the abbreviation adopted by the Radio Corporation of America for Its 
overaeM Teleprinter Exchange Service and ~ciat.ed TELEX station~ in Europe and 
other a~as. 
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the introduction of tbe telephone in the latter part of the 1870's a rather 
extensive telegraph switching system was in operation in New York 
City. In this system, Morse circuits from a central exchange radiated 
to customer's offices. Each customer hired a Morse opera.tor, who 
handled messages and requested the central-e:rcha~ operator to make 
circuit connections to other customers. The advent of the telephone, 
saving the expense of the Morse operators, quickly put an end to this 
type of telegraph switching. 

The actual introduction of a printing-telegraph switching or exchange 
public service had to wait for the development of a satisfactory start
stop type o( telegraph printer, teletypewriter, teleprinter or, teletype 
machine, as it is variously called. It is re&!lonable to ask what is meant 
by "start-stop" and why it is impartant in planning an exchange system. 
St.art-stop means a method of operating printing-telegraph ma
chines in which the code group needed for selecting a charaeter ls 
preceded by an impulse, always; of the same kind, which indicates to a 
receiver that a code group representing a character will follow immedi
ately. This simple impulse is the "start". Furthermore the oode 
group is followed by an impulse opposite in kind to the start, which 
brings the receiver to a rest eoiiditlon in preparation for the next st.art 
impulse. This final impulse in the complete sequence for each charac
ter is the "stop". Sending and receiving machines do not operate at 
exactly the same speed, and without the start-stop feature a receiver 
would quickly gain or lose enough relative to a sender to cause errors 
in the received copy. A fresh start at each charac~r keeps the machines 
in good relationship with each other and prevents these errors. Most 
printing-telegraph machines in use today operate on this principle. 
Such machines operating at about the same speed in words per minute 
and having like code character combinations may be freely inter
conneet.ed by electrical circuits for a typed form of communication 
service. Thus, with the "start-stop" code a printing-telegraph circuit
switching system became feasible. 

BELL SYSTEM TWX SERVICE 

The Bell System established a public nation-wide printing telegraph 
switching service in 1931, following a long development and trial 
program. It was realized that little or no local business could be 
expected, and because of the necessity for recording and later billing 
customers for long dist.ance calls., manually operated toll switchboards 
were especially designed for the service. AJ.I communications between 
toil-operators in dist.ant cities, and between operators and subscriben, 
were made by means of printing-telegraph machines. The typed 
records proved t.o be of assistance t() operaton in spite of the sJow speed 
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of the machines-60 words per minute-as compared with speech, and 
the time required to establish toll-connections was found to be essential
ly the same as that for manuaL toll-telephone service. 

A simple intercity TWX connection is iilust.rated in Fig. 1. St.a
tion A in New York is electrically connected to St:.ation B in San 
Francisco so that coded signals for typing and machine control pu°rposes 
may be passed back and forth to give a typed-record form of com
munication service. A call is initiated by a subscriber's turning on 
the power switch of the t.eletypewriter station set. This signaJs the 
switchboard operator, who requests the number of the ca\Jed party by 
operating the keyboard of a machine which is an integral part of the 
switchboard. The party originating the call types this information, 
the operator selects a trunk to the distant city and passes the called 
number by typing to the incoming operator, who connects the trunk to 
the called st.ation line and rings the station bell. Toll tickets are made 
out for billing purposes as with telephone service. Disconnect signals 
are flashed to the operators by theactofturningoffthepower-switch at 
either subscriber's station; 
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Fig,. I-Teletypewriter E1cha11.ge Ser1'lce--Simple Intercity Call 
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When a connection such as is illustrated in Fig. 1 is established, 
subscribers may "talk'' ba,ck and forth on a conversational basis, eiccept 
that they use keyboards and their "conversatio_n" is in typed form. 
A receiver may interrupt a sender and obtain control of the circuit by 
transmitting a "break signal" against the incoming signals and "locking 
out" the sending keyboard. Station equipment with perforated tape 
may also be employed where considerable message traffic is handled. 

Over the years, automatic features have been added to the original 
manual scheme, and in many cases certain switching operations are 
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performed under the control of impulses transmitted over the com
munication circuits. An example is the use or a "concentrator", 
placed in a local area where a number of TWX subscribers are grouped. 
The concentrator is arranged to associate these subscribers automat
ic.ally with trunks to a ~n TWX switchboard at some diet.ant point. 

Fii· 2-Teletypewrlter E1cb1.nae Serv\ce--Interclty Connection 
Ualn~. AutomaHc Conceuuatora 

A connection between two TWX subscribers, involving the use of 
concentrators, is illustrated in Fig. 2. In this case a subscriber in 
Medford, Ore., is connected to one in Champaign, Ill. Since there is 
little demand for local connections, and not enough busi.nes.s at these 
towns to warrant inst.alling a TWX manually operated switchboard, 
they are served by auto~tic concentrator unit.s which pass calls to and 
accept caJls from some larger switching center,-in this case Portland 
and Chicago. Thus,· a call originating at Medford is automatically 
passed to an operator at Portland, over one of a comparatively small 
group of trunks. The operator at Chicago, op. learning that the ~l is 
for a station in Champaign, select.s an idle trunk to that city, and picks 
out and rings the called station autOmatically by sending code com
binations from her keyboard. Disconnect signals origiDate as soon as 
the subscribers turn ofr the power switches at the teletypewriter sets. 

Actually there are about 60 TWX stations in Medford and a much 
smaller number in ChampWgn. Satisfactory service is given by the 
use of concentrators, with about 10 trunk.s between Medford and 
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Portland and 3 between Cblcago and Champaign. Thus concentrators 
save line charges by eliminating individual circuits from large switching 
centers to distant subscribers. 

TWX service includes the est.ablishment of conference connections, 
in which a large number of sending and receiving stations scattered 
over the country may be associated together for intercommunication 
in typed form. It also prov:ides service to unattended stations, with 
means for starting and stopping the machine motors BO that messages 
may be left when the receiving party is absent, as well as other features 
or importance to customers. 

HOURLY DISTRIBUTION OF CALLS FOJI AVERAGE. BUSINESS DAY 

l SATURDAY CALLS 5%, SUNDAY CALLS Cl.9°1. OF AVERAOE BUSINESS OAYI 

--- -
--

r h 

' ' 
MIOMOHT .. , '" "'" '" .,. llJDNIOHT 

Flit. 3---TWX Outward Call• 

There are now about 40,000 TWX stations in this country. The 
service requires several million miles of telegraph circuit facilities 
with about 130 manual-switching centers and 120 with concentrator 
units. These racilities cover the Nation, so that a TWX station may 
be set up at practically any point. A service of this character labors 
under the disadvantage that it is a business tool and follows business 
hours. Thus Fig. 3 shows the hourly distlibution of TWX outward 
calls during a business day, averaged for 25 large American cities. 
The evening load is very light, and caUs on Saturdays and Sundays are 
only a small perei'ntage of those on a business day. Another dis
advantage is the.high cost of station equipment, which is much more 
elC}lensive than a telephone set. However, since 16 or more telegra:ph 
channels can be derived from a single telephone facility, TWX toll
charges are low. Thus the toll-charge for a 3 minute TWX call is 
considerably less than that for a weekday person-to-person telephone 
connection between the .same cities. 
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EUROPEAN AND INTERNATIONAL TELEX SERVICE 

The British initiated what they called TELEX service in England 
not long after TWX service was started in the USA. At first a tele
phone subscribei: was provided with a printing-telegraph ma.Chine, 
so that he could etth~ talk or type over a telephone connection, provided 
of cOUT'3e that the distant party had a similar machine. The telephone 
switching and transmission plant was common to both services. This 
was contrary to the American scheme, which started and still has 
switching and transmission facilities for telegraphy diacinct from those 
for telephony. Because of the large private-wire telegraph system al
ready existing in America before TWX was sta.rted-..:and because t.est.s 
of th7 operation of teletypewriters through telephone switching systems 
then In common use demonsttated that printing-telegraph service over 
these facilitie9 woul~ .. be unsatisfactory-the decision to have sep
arate telegraph faciht1es for the TWX service seemed proper. A.a a 
matter of fact the British soon became aware or difficulties, and aban
doned the idea of providing an alternate "talk or type" fonn of service 
through the normal telephone plant. 

It is reported t.h.at the .fint international European TELEX con
nections wen:- made in 1938 between stations in Holland, Belgium and 
Germany, using telep~one circuits for t.elegraph facilities. For many 
years there was considerable controversy in European circles 88 to 
whether or not the International TELEX network. as then foreseen 
should be established over telephone or telegraph facilities. After the 
War it was finally decided (CCIT, Brussels, 1948) to adopt the word 
TELEX and to use telegraph circuits. It ii believed that the unsatis
factory service eAperienced by those countries, such as England which 
tried out TELEX service as an adjunct to the telephone had ~uch to 
do with this decision. However, with the introduction of toll--dialing 
and the provision in turn of more stable telephone circuits, it may well 
be that economies will be achieved by a cloaer usociation of telegraph 
switching with the telephone plant. 

EUNp«Jn Switching Am.i11genwnla 

As might be expected, the various European telegraph administra
tions have adopted different switching methods for TELEX aervice, 
though a large percentage use some type of automatic method. Thus 
in West.em Germany, which has been most active ainoe the War in de
veloping automatic printing-telegraph exchange service, there were 
over 100 automatic exchanges in use towards the end of 1954. These 
German excha11.geB employ the time-honored telephone dial, as do the 
systems in England, Denmark, Sweden and Finland, to enable sub
scriWs to est.ablish .the desjred connecti0Jl8. It is reported, however, 
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that the automatic systems in France and the N~theriands employ the 
keys or the teleprinter machine to generate 5-unit switching pulses, 
and a paper presented· at an engineering meeting in Rome lal>t yeaT 
described the TELEX system in Italy aa one which also makes use of 
the teleprinter keyboard for generating switching signals. Manual 
methods are still employed in some other countries, and it is evident 
that with international traffic it may be difficult to establish, and 
properly charge for, connections which are built up on a completely 
automatic basis. 

Ra.te Sirudurt 

As with toll-telephone usage, rates for TELEX 11ervice have been 
established on a time basis, with three minutes as the usual minimum 
period. However, the trend appears to be :to abandon t1iis minimum 
period and ba.,se._ the charge on the actual use of I\ given circuit in time
steps of five Sl'conds each, as registered on a call meter. In general 
TELEX connection will cost a subscriber about half the telephone 
charge. 

"'"""' The expansion of International TELEX service slnce the War is 
shown in the following table, ma.de up from figures !or 22 countries, 
published in the Telecommunico.tioruJ JourMl, UIT, September 1956. 

Annual lnieniatiannl TFJL/i:X Trajk i11. f.'llarvea~• Minulelr 

l~<S 

700,000 

~ 

1947 1948 1949 1960 

l,700,000 2,800,000 3,700,000 8,400,000 

1952 1953 1954 1955 

14,700,000 23,300,000 32,700,000 52,700,000 72,240,000 

The above figures include service to the United States, which st.a.rte<l 
ir, U150 with 16,000 cbnrit!able minute~ for that ~·ear and grew to over 
800,000 minutes in 1955. 

TELEX Su~•rr1!.>er S~tions 

It has been difficult to obtain reliable figures for the number of 
world-wide TELEX subscriber stations in uae today, but if the 40,000 
TWX subscribers in this country are included the tot.a.I cannot be far 
below 100,000. The number is apparently growing very rapidly, and 
claims are made that it increases by 10 to 20 per cent each year. 
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Since the charge for a TELEX connection is baaed on the duration 
of the call, a non-stable radio link, causing erraf'!I in the typed copy and 
delaying communications, is mo.st unsatisla.ctory to euatomera. How
ever, t.he development and application of error det.ecting and correcting 
codes, coupled with the provi,sjon of the necessary rircuitry for elim
inating from the service-charge period the delays arising from. trans
mi&.'!ion difficulties, ha.s permitted radio links to be used with sucaes.s. 

TELEX traffic waa first handled, iC is reported, over radio links in 
1950, when subscribers in Holland we.re connected to RCA teletype.
writer machines in New York. As indicated above, this transoceanic 
service, r.al!ed TEX by RCA, has expanded gniatly since that time. 
Though the 5-unlt start-stop code is praclically standard throughout 
the World, certain differences between the machinea in thi8 country 
and those in Europe bad to be t.aken care of before this intercon
tinental TELEX service could be furnished. A.II important difference 
in the matter of speed. While it is usual to talk and wri.t.e about a 
speed of 60 words per minute, neither the American nor the European 
machinea operate exactly at this rate. Furthermore, European machine& 
run a suffieient amount faster than American to require the introduction 
of a punched-tape type of automatic repeater in any inter-continental 
circuit connecting two of these stations. 

In 1956 arrangements were completed to permit any station of the 
U.S. TWX network (40,000 stations) to be connected via RCA TEX 
service to any of the then approximately 27,000 teleprinter etations in 
26 overseas countriea. Since the keyboard.a of many of the machines 
of these networks are not exactJy alike it was necessary to provide auto
matic conversion apparatus to change the form but not the meaning of 
certain character!.. RCA reports these conversions on transatlantic 
ca.lls to be as follows: ' 

When a TWX customer transmit.a to a TEX teleprinter, the following 
oonversions will be made: 

~ will be received as 

l 
8 
$ 
l 
4 
& 

-1/8 

DLRS 

-1/4 

AND 

"The da!ih before the !raction, u t.)'1)lid on EurQl;lean macltlnes, la ~Nd 
impo:irtant to give a dietinctlvt aepar.tio:in betvr!l8D. a whole number and IU r.raetion. 
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upper case H 

1 
2 
3 
4 
7 
B 

3 
B 

(Quotes) 
/. (Combined) 

(Trips the "Answer-Back" 
mechanism) 

-1/2 

-3/4 

-7/8 

-iJ/8 

" (2 Apostrophes) 

+ i (Combined) ' 

When the overseas party is tran.smitting from a TEX keyboard to a 
TWX machine, the following conversions will be made: 

will be received as QUERY 
COLON 

• WHO RU 
PAREN 
PAREN 

(Apostrophe) , (Coma) 

(2 Hyphens) 

+ -/- (Hyphen, Stroke, Hyphen) 

+? (Combined) /. (Combined) 

The automatic "Answer-Back", obtained when a TWX subscriber 
sends upper-ca.se H to a teleprinter, is considered an important feature 
of equipment used in Europe and other countries, sioce a maclline 
equipped with this feature automatically transmits an identifying 
eode-signal at the requesL oi a cailing station. 

International TELEX and TEX services have become an exceedingly 
import.ant phase of international communications. The basic plan 
was to provide a service that would appeal to customers because of 
low cost, reliability of transmission, and the speed with which connec
tions would be established. The idea was to establish a sufficient 

•This symbolize:; to e.D OYarseL'I party that th.e TWX !iender hu completed. a 
me11sage and Is awaiting a reply. 
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number of trunks between exchanges so that even during the busy 
hours little or no delays would be experienced. It seems that in this 
case these fundamentals of a good communication service are paying 
dividends. 

SECTION !I-MESSAGE SWITCHING 

GEl'llilllAL 

The circuit switching sy~tems considered thus far, such as TWX, 
TEX and TELEX, give a converaational to-and-fro type of printing 
telegraph service. They require the establishment of certain common 
arrangement.s befon! a satisfactory service of this type can be given. 
Telegraphy, however, has not been thought of, nor not.ed, for giving 
such an intert"Ommunication form of service. It has been considered 
rather as a means of providing a record to be read, answered i1 nece&'!ary, 
and stored for future reference. Thus the sender of a telegram gave 
an address, wrote a signed mf.lll.8age, and turned it over to a telegraph 
organir.ation for tranami11Sion and delivery, The address routed. the 
meBS.a.ge through a network of circuiie, and me£Sage:B received at a 
network center would be passed manually t.o sending operators of 
other circuits. The need for incoming and outgoing circuita to operate 
in some common fashion was not too im.portant. 

When printing-telegni.phy became common and machines for per
forating tape with coded characters were available, the idea of receiving 
messages in perforated-tape fonn to be used later in the sending equip
ment of outgoing lines of a message center ca.me to the fore. In this 
case operators read the addresses from the perforated tape to learn 
the proper routing. Later, machines were produced which typed the 
characters on the tape aa well as punching them. This made the 
routing decision a little easier. It is apparent that a common method 
of working had to be adopted for these incoming and outgoing circuit.s. 
Just before and dwing the Wa!' a number of very large message switch
ing centers based on manually handling tape were installed. Some all! 

still in use. They are called "torn tape" centers, since each perforated 
tape message is tom from a roll of te.pe after reception. 

In the 1920's, long before TWX service was established, it had 
become common practice in private-line teletypewriter service to 
control automa~ically the swit.ching of circuits in terminal and other 
offices by coded impulses transmitted prior to message information. 
Electrical contacts a.sMCiated with the mechanism in teletypewriter 
machines were used for Switching purpoees. It was not too great a 
step therefore to suggest that all message& in a telegraph network carry 
coded information which would route them through to their destinations 
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without human aid and thus establish a ful!y a_utomatic printing
telegraph message-switching system. 

It is believed with considerable certainty that the first automatic 
switching system of this type ever imitalled for service was made in 
1940 by the Bell System for the General Electric-comp_any, with the 
message center in Schenectady. A second and larger system, with the 
message center in Cleveland, was put into service for the Republic 
Steel Corporation in 1941. just before Pearl Harbor. 

Fla. 4----Automatlc Me111A,e Switching Network 

Fig. 4 illustrates an automatic messa.ge...switching network, with 
me.smge centers A, B, C, and D, and gives an indication or some of the 
complexities which arise. D enters the network via radio links, while 
A, Band C are tied together by land-line trunk circuit.s. (Many or the 
networks of this type are used by business houses and government 
agencie. J Each center may have 50 or more local circuits connecting 
it with sending and receiving stations. These circuit.a U$Ually operate 
on a full duplex basis, sending and receiving simult.aneously. There 
are three word-speed.;; in common use in this country today, namely 
60, 75, and 100 words per minute. Since the rate charged by telephone 
and telegraph companies for a given circuit increases with the speed, 
it is the usual practice to select the most economical speed of working 
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with due regard to the volume of traffic to be handled. Furihermore 
the desirability of having several st.ations on a line, or a "party line" 
type of operation, becomes apparent when in planning a network it is 
found that several stations are in a group several hundred miles from 
a center. 

Over the past 15 years two general schemes for aaeembling and using 
equipment in an automatic message~eenter have been evolved. ln one, 
the plan of having "In" and "Out" circuits, each circuit having in
dividual telegraph terminations, bas been carried out. In the other, 
more use is made of shared equipment. Thus, though each incoming 
circuit has it.s individual printing-telegraph apparatllS, outgoing circuits 
do not. On the contrary, a common bank of outgoing equipment units 
is provided, any one of which may, in theory, be associated with any 
outgoing circuit and accessible to any incoming circuit. A saving in 
equipment may therefore be expected. In view or different line-speeds 
and other matters, difficulties enter this scheme which will be tOuched 
on Jater. 

MESSAGE FORMAT 

Given that the p;u;sage of a message through a switching center must 
be under the control of teletypewriter characters, a simplified message 
format is as follows': 

(1) Start--0f-messa.ge characters (e. g. ZCZC) 

(2) Channel and message numbem 

(3) Signals to ca11 attention to high precedence messages; 
e. g. Figure-shift followed by 6 J cbaractera, 5 S char-
acters, and letter-shift · 

(4) Two m~-precedence characters 
(5) Routing characters {routing indicators) followed by a 

routing-indicator termination 

(6) Text of message, including address and signature 

(7) End of message Cbaractern (e. g. 8 Iineafeeds and 4 N'.!) 

CRO!IS-OFFICE Ol"ERATJON-"IN" AND "Otrl'"' CIRCUITS 

The circuits of a message center operating in accordance with the 
first plan outlined above and handling messages with formats similar 
to that jll3t outlined are shown schematically in Fig. 6, while Fig.· 6 ill 
a photograph of such a center. Incoming _line$ in Fig. 5 are at 
the left, outgoing at the right. Each incoming message is recorded in 
punched as well as typed fonn by a typing-reperforator machine. Each 
such recorded message is read by machines marked T in the diagram. 
In some installations these devices will read or sense the last character 
of a given messaee in the received t.ape, though this character is closely 
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adjacent tu the punches of the perforating mechanism. In others it is 
neceosary lo "feed out" several inches of tape to 1>ermit the last message 
character w be sensed. Immediately following the receipt of the start-of
me:;sage (80~1) characters it is a fairly common, though not a uni vernal, 
practice to check the channel and message numbers to make certain 
that" proper message-numbering sequence is being follow!!d. 

As nott-<1 beJow, it is a military custom to have six mes.~ge~precedence 
elas::;es, but in the transfl-'r of messages from "In" to "Out" lines in the 
message-center it is now the practice to divide message• into two 
precedence classes: high and low. The arrival of a high-precedence 
mcssag(• at a center cause.s alarms to be given to alert the attendants. 
The precedence characters which control switching operations follow. 
rfhe routing characters will usually consist of severa) ch~raet~rs for 
each addressee, and for several addressees these may add up to 50 or 
more, ter1ninated by a special group. The text of the mes..'\..'lge, with 
the address and signature, follow in a routine manner, to be ended by a 
•pecial end-of-mes.•age (EOM) character group which prepares the 
equipment for the next message. 

Incoming line-readers (marked T) read one char.act.er at a time, and 
it is apparent that •everal characters have to be •ensed before a decision 
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as to the next procedure can be made. Thus information must be 
stored and useri later. Telephone-type relays have been used for this 
purpose, and directing-equiµment and sequence-circuits may be 
assemblles of relays and switches. The objective is to connect the 
transmitter associated witi) the reader or an incoming line circuit with' 
a recorder-reperforator associated with the proper outgoing line or 
trunk. As soon a:; routirig information is analy7.e<l, the director 
controls switching operations to make this connection through some 
type of mesh or grid a.o, illustrated, or by other means. Once this 
path is estahlished the message is transmitted across the office to one of 
two receivers, whichever· is idle at the moment, associated with an 
outgoing circuit; two are inst.a.lied to prevent traffic delays. The speed 
for cross-office traffic in recently established centers is 200 words per 
minute, but 1t is apparent that the rate at which a given message !eaves 
a center is not determined by the cross-office speed but by the speed of 
the outgoing line to which it is sent. As indicated, the receivers of 
outgoing circuits pai;:s perforated tapes to transmitters, which operate 
alternately for fast traffic handling. 

PRECEDENCE TRAf-'PfC 

Aut.omatic message-switching systems can readily handle prel!(!dence. 
traffic. In the Military installations now taking form messages will 
have six degrees of precedence. These, with their character designa
tions, are Flash (ZZ), Emergency (YY), Operational Immediate (00), 
Priority (PP), Routine (RR) and Deferred (MM). However, as 
mentioned above, for cross-office operation in the switching cent.er only 
two classes, High and Low, may be recognized. In some instances the 
three top precedence designations ol the above list will be rated High, 
the others Low. On the other hand, when messages are transmitted on 
outgoing circuits all six degrees of precedence, as well as the time that 
any given message has been in the office, may be considered to determine 
the order in which the messag~ will be sent out. 
_Since there are at least three different engineering groups in this 

country developing telegraph n1essage-switcbing systems, variations 
in the general plan are bound to occur, and this has been true as regards 
the handling of precedence messages. In some inst.allations a message 
of low precedence is not trdJlsmitted across the switching office uatil it 
i.c; fully received. A high-precedence message, however, cannot suffer 
such a delay, and is started across the office as soon as the director, 
operating from the routing indicators, ~.witches the message to the 
proper outgoing line or to a special high-preceden~ channel. rn 
another plan all messages are started across the office as soon as the 
routing determinations have been made. 
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Again, different plans are followed for handling precedence messages 
at the outgoing line terminations. In one case the actio11 taken on the 
arrival of a high-precedence message at an out-terminal then handling 
a message of low precedence is to interrupt this message and insert the 
other in its place. An alarm indiciltes that such action has been taken, 
and an attendant later puts the interrupted message back into the sys
tem. According to another method no message is interrupted, but the 
high-precedence message geizes the line ahead of any waiting mes8Rge 
of lower grade as soon as the line is free. 

MULTIPLE-CALL MESSAGES 

A m~e to a large number of addresses will be handled by an 
automatic switching center if the routing indicators for each addressee 
are properly inserted in the format. The director and other equipment 
handling a given multiple-call or address message bas the problem of 
assembling all the necessary outlets as designated by the routing 
indicators, so that when the message is forwarded from a transmitter 
all addressees will receive a copy. The equipment and circuit Bll'&nge

ments provided by the different development organizations to meet the 
requirement.s for handling multiple-address . messages differ quite 
radically. 

MULTIPLE STATION LINES 

Mention has been made of the desirability of providiag several 
stations on a given line to save line cost.s. In some instances as many 
as 10 stations on a line may be provided, but the difficulties involved 
in handling traffic to and irom lines with as few as three stations will 
be evident from a consideration of Fig. 7. This shows a three·st.ation 
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STAnotl C I 
I 1 STATION A 

1 
STArlON B I 

f-,~~Tl---i R ~';--.~~' R ~r'~~--J 
' ' ' ' ·~' OIFl.EXI 

taaill 

' I 
' 

Fig. 7-Multlple Station Line 

line being operat.ed fuU duplex {i. e., with simultaneous operation ol 
send and receive channels) with sending and receiving equipment at 
each station. It is evident that only o~e m~ at a time can be 
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received at either A, B, or C. Furthermore if a message is destined for 
C only, receivers at A and B should be inactive---actually locked out. 

As regards sending, it is also clear that when onestation·isoperating; 
the others cannot. Furthermore, if the traffic load is approximately 
uniform it is desirable to prevent one station from unduly holding the 
circuit. Signals may therefore be automatically transmitted from the 
center to start transmitters at station in rotation. A station without 
traffic-no tape in its transmitter-will be passed, and the next station 
tested for traffic. 

INTERCEPT OPERATION 

Differences in operating periods because of time zones, holidays and 
other factors bring about the need for the interception of messages at 
switching centers and transmission to addressees at later times. Thus 
a director may be so arranged that any message with a particular 
routing indicator will be sent to an intercept station in the center. 
Furthermore, any message with an unassigned routing indicator will be 
automatically transferred to intercept, and alarms sounded. 

AUTOMATIC NUMBERING AND TIMING OF MESSAGES 

The usual requirement is that all messages leaving a center are 
numbered and timed automatically, which means that the normal flow 
of characters is interrupted while symbols conveying this information 
are inserted. 

CROSS-OFFICE OPERATION-POOLED EQUIPMENT 

Fig. 8 diagrams sketchily an office of this type. Incoming lines 
each with typing reperforators, tape transmitters, relay banks and 
other apparatus are at the left, while outgoing lines with numbering 
and timing maehines are at the right. For eaeh group of about 25 
incoming lines there is one common director with an associated trans
lator. This relationship depends on the type and number of messages 
to be handled in a given busy period. 

Each of the common-cross-office units has a reperforator for receiving 
from incoming line units and a tape transmitter for sending to outgoing 
lines. Of course arrangements to meet all the different traffic situations 
must be provided. If all lines were operated at the same speed and no 
other variations, sueh as single and multiple station lines, were en
countered; it is evident that any non-busy cross-office unit would be 
accessible to any incoming line and transmit in turn to any non-busy 
outgoing circuit. Thus a pool of cross-office units is available on call, 
and the plan appears economical when compared with the first scheme, 
in which each outgoing line has its own teletypewriter terminal equip
ment. 
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Complexities arise however when lines of different word speeds ter
minate in the same office, and an equipment pool is required for each 
speed. 

The Army is proceeding with its network on the basis o! pooled 
apparatus, while the Navy and the Air Force have equipment based on 
the other scheme. It will be some time before the retative merits or 
the lwo arrangements will be cofnpleteljr thrashed out. 

TRUNKING CIRCUIT DETERMINATIONS 

The number of trunks needed between two switching-centers to 
provide satisfactory service, bearing in mind the economics of a given 
situation, becomes a problem in probability. The qu3..lity of service to 
be given, i.e. the amount of allowable message delay, must be considered 
in connection with bw~y-hour loads, length of messages, cost of trunks 
and other factors. In some message-switching systems practically 
all messages are short, so that routing indicators and the like constitute 
a fairly large percent.age of the message. Also many of tbe:Be short 
messages--i!. g. air traffic control messages-must be delivered very 
quickly or their value is lm1t. These and other considerations have a 
bearing on the determination of the number of trunks to provide for a 
particular case. 

SECURITY \!-'ITH MESSA.Ge SWITCHING SYSTEMS 

It is evident that characters used !or switching purposes must enter 
a switching office in the clear. Also, if traffic-flow security is. to be 
achieved, these characters must not be in the clear on lines between 
centers and from ou~lying 6tations to centers. To meet these two 
requirements all such circuits will have to be furnished with cipher 
eqtiipment on a center-to-eenter and station-to-cent.er basis, giving 
what has !>€en called ''link encipherment". The body of a message w:ill 
be in the dear while it is passing through the switching office, unless the 
message has been doubly enciphered. 

CONCLUSION 

It seems evident that while message-switching systems are economical 
of plant facilities and especially of long distance circuit.a, they introduce 
a host of other problems in that they must handle different types of 
messages wit.h a variety of precedence va1ues and at dilferent speeds. 
If long circuit.a needed !or printing-t.elegraphy were plentiful and cheap 
it would seem that the direct-eircuit method of switching would be pref
erable. Here the problem of handling various types of messages fa11s 
back on the user of the service, and the switcliing system rids itself of 
that burden. Moreover, ul!lers with direct connections between their 
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terminals should receive better over-all service than those who depend 
on having their message& handled by a second party, even though 
that party is an automatic mechanism. 

It is believed that the great expansion of telef>hone service which has 
occurred when trunking circuits and other facilities are provided on a 
liberal baBis to give virtua11y a no-delay service is an indication of what 
could happen to "printing-telegraphy" if connections between teletype
writer stations anywhere in the world could be est.ablished in a similar 
fashion. 

Appreciation is expressed for the work of those who very kindly read 
the draft of this paper and offered their comments. 
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